With SQWINCHER LITE, just add water to create the ultimate sugar free electrolyte replacement drink or enjoy one of our great Ready to Drink packages. SQWINCHER LITE aids the body by replenishing essential elements lost to heat stress and fatigue. It contains the same electrolyte content as regular Sqwincher, (high in potassium and low in sodium), without any calories or sugar. ZERO!

SQWINCHER LITE is available to order in a variety of packaging options and popular flavors. Contact your SQWINCHER sales representative today and inquire about great tasting SQWINCHER LITE!

2.5 GALLON LITE
ORANGE | LEMON-LIME
2.5 GALLON YIELD | 1.76 OZ. PER PACK
24 UNITS PER CASE | 120 CASES PER PALLET
.25 FT CASE CUBE | ONLY 3 POUNDS PER CASE

FLAVOR | 20 oz Yield | 8-10 oz Yield
---------|-------------|---------------
ORANGE   | 060100-OR   | 060200-OR     
MIXED BERRY | 060101-MB | 060201-MB     
FRUIT PUNCH | 060102-FP | 060202-FP     
LEMONADE | 060103-LA | 060203-LA     
PEACH TEA  | 060104-PT | N/A            
RASPBERRY | 060105-RB | N/A            
LEMON-LIME | 060106-LL | 060205-LL     
GRAPE     | 060107-GR | 060204-GR     
COOL CITRUS | 060109-CC | N/A            
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